Driving from Alicante airport (approximately
60 kilometres) (or from the south)
On leaving the airport you come to a roundabout, look for the small sign towards AP7 / E15
Benidorm/Valencia and take this exit off the roundabout.
Drive for a few minutes then take the sliproad to the right signposted: AP7 / E15 motorway,
direction Benidorm/Valencia. (Note, this is a toll road).
Exit motorway: Junction 65 – signposted for Benidorm (Levante).
After paying the toll take the second turning on right signposted N332 Valencia / Altea (very
small signpost).
Join the N332 north towards Valencia/Altea/Calpe. You will start seeing signs for Alfaz del Pi
and Playa del Albir. After passing Benidorm on the right, you will come to a large
roundabout, take the first exit towards Altea.
At the next set of traffic lights (McDonalds is on the corner opposite) turn right (there is a
hostal on the right called Hostal Ventorillo).
Follow directions towards the beach (playa). Go round the roundabout (Lidl is on left hand
side, Japanese restaurant Sapporo on right side of roundabout), and take the first exit to the
right – signposted playa.
Follow the road to the left. Take the third road on the right, called Carrer Eurim. Drive to the
top and take a right (onto Carrer els Astres), then soon after take the next left into Avenida
de Sant Marc (a signpost for La Crisalida Retreats is on the corner). The retreat is a little
further up on the left.
Driving from Valencia (or the north)
Take the toll road, AP 7 / E15 (toll road), south, direction Alicante.
Exit: Junction 64, signposted Altea.
After leaving the tolls, follow the signposts down towards Altea / Alfaz del Pi/ Benidorm and
the N332.
Drive through Altea. Once you have driven past a commercial area, you should start to see
signs for Alfaz del Pi and Playa del Albir. You will come to traffic lights (McDonalds will be on
the left hand side). You need to turn left here. Follow the direction towards the beach (follow
as above).
GPS coordinates:

Latitude: 38.56864878

Longitude: -0.0746271
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